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Sustainability data | Company data | Technical data Basis 2023

Company
Styrian family business with currently around 
230 employees and sales of 1.7 million m² (as of 
2023)

Production
Multi-layer parquet in accordance with EN 13489 
in three product series WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G, 
MULTIflor.11 NOVOLOC® 5G and BILAflor®.

Product versions
Numerous types of wood, surface treatments as 
well as dimensions, structures and installation 
patterns as two or multi-layer parquet.

SUSTAINABILITY DATA

EU-Ecolabel

Environmental Product 
Declaration

LCA data for  
building certifications

TÜV ProfiCert Interior

EUTR conformity

DUE DILLIGENCE test 
Purchasing

FSC-CoC-Zertifikat

LEED Compliant

UKCA Compliant

SCHEUCHER is the first parquet manufacturer to meet the high 
requirements of the EU-ECOLABEL UZ035 flooring.

Our EPD no. EPD-SCP-20150324-EN, created in accordance with ISO 
14025 and EN 15804, is published by IBU Germany and proves our 
sustainability in figures.

The EPD lists the aggregated data for phases A1-A3 („cradle to gate“) 
C3 and D4, also available on BAUBOOK.at

The TÜV PROFICert certificate annually confirms that our products 
with the lowest emissions meet all European requirements.

Scheucher fulfills all requirements of the European Timber Regula-
tion and hereby confirms that no illegally logged wood is purchased 
or processed.

Scheucher has commissioned the renowned institute „Global traca-
bility solutions“ with the due diligence audit in the area of Timber 
Legality Risk Assessment.

We have an FSC Chain of Custody certificate (HFA-CoC-100057), which 
confirms our separation of certified and non-certified wood.

The LEED v4 specification for VOC emissions and FORMALDEHYD 
emissions from the USA (CDPH) is currently twice as strict as Euro-
pean limits.

Scheucher parquet may be marketed in Great Britain. 
The UKCA corresponds to a CE declaration and is mandatory in the UK.

https://www.baubook.info/de/companies/1823760085
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TSCA Title VI compliant
We only use TSCA Title VI compliant plywood for the plywood end pieces 
(< 2 % by volume) compliant plywood and thus fulfill the CARB requirement 
in USA/Canada.

30-year warranty Scheucher grants a 30-year functional guarantee in the private sector 
(5 years in the public sector), please refer to our guarantee conditions.
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PRODUCT DATA

Surface treatment
Purely oxidative oiled/waxed 
(SEDA) or UV lacquered  
(TENSEO / PUROTEC)

Surface treatment 
Structures and haptics

Sanded-sharp-edged, Valletta 
- brushed with bevel, Toskana 
- scraped, Valsega - band-sawn 
and brushed, 4-sided bevel

Connection
NOVOLOC®-5G Click connec-
tion or Tongue/Groove-
Connection

Sliding class Depending on surface  
R9 or R10

Free from formaldehyde

Scheucher parquet does not 
contain any carcinogenic, 
biocidal or PCP-containing 
substances and is classified 
as formaldehyde-free!

Fire behavior Cfl-s1 fully glued down, 
otherwise Dfl-s1 

Load class  
TENSEO, PUROTEC

Highest class C according to 
ÖNORM C2354

Load class SEDA Suitability for commercial use, 
as deep impregnated

Underfloor heating system Yes, suitable at 30-65% relati-
ve humidity

Floor air conditioning Yes, suitable. At least  
25 °C surface temperature!

CE labeling The CE marking confirms compliance with the European minimum standards 
and is a prerequisite for placing this product on the market.

Scheucher Holzindustrie GmbH, 
Zehensdorf 100, A-8092 Mettersdorf am Sassbach

+43 (0) 3477 2330 - 0
info@scheucherparkett.at | www.scheucherparkett.at

WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G
Multilayerparquet
14mm total thickness
3.6mm wear layer
NOVOLOC® 5G connection

MULTIflor.11 NOVOLOC® 5G
Multilayerparquet
11 mm total thickness
3.6mm wear layer
NOVOLOC® 5G connection
TONGUE/GROOVE connection

FEP REALWOOD Program

FEP REFINISHABLE 
CERTIFICATE

Scheucher is a founding member of the FEP REALWOOD Program, 
with which products made of real wood are awarded.

The FEP REAL WOOD REFINISHABLE CERTIFICATE confirms that our wear layer 
is suitable for repeated renovation through sanding and repairs.

BILAflor
2-layer parquet
11 mm total thickness
3.6mm wear layer
TONGUE/GROOVE
 connection


